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Aim
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The AfriConEU project aspires to create the first

Trans-Continental Networking Academy to support African and  

European Digital Innovation Hubs in capacity building,  

knowledge sharing, networking, collaboration, joint projects, and

venture development.



General Objectives

Facilitate knowledge and experience sharing,

Drive the development of mutually beneficial partnerships,

Support the creation of collective projects to boost the digital economy,  

empowering youth and women and fostering innovation and growth.
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The main objective of the project is to develop the first Networking Academy  

between African and European DIHs with the aim to:
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Phase 2
Development of the  

AfriConEU Networking  

Academy and its two  

flagship programmes  

through participative  

design techniques.

Phases
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Phase 3
Roll-out

implementation  

and assessment.

Phase 1
Context and state of  

the artanalysis.

Phase 5
A horizontal phase aiming  

at communication and  

dissemination.

Phase 4
Community  

development and  

results uptake.



Consortium
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Phase 1 – Context and 

state of the art 

analysis

Methodology



Methodology

Facilitate knowledge and experience sharing,1
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The main objective of the project is to develop the first Networking Academy  

between African and European DIHs with the aim to:
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Co-Creation
Community 

of 

Practice

Collaborative 
Approach

Desk-based research
• Literature review that provided insight into the tech and innovation ecosystems 

of the four African countries targeted.

Virtual Roundtables

• 4 Virtual Roundtables, each targeting one of the four countries at the center of
the study. They were designed to assess the impacts that COVID-19 has had on
digital ecosystems followed by a co-creation workshop in which participants
interactively shared ideas on how to build the capacity of African DIHs, to
promote inclusion of youth and women within the digital economy and enable
effective innovation partnerships between Europe and Africa.

• 4 Virtual Roundtables, targeted to DIHs from both Europe and Africa, intended to
identify current perceptions towards cross-continental and intracontinental
partnerships and define particular needs and preferences.

Interviews

• 60 one-to-one interviews were conducted with hub leaders and managers,
entrepreneurs, investors, ecosystem builders and network organisations.

• Interviews with 182 organisations to gather feedback and lessons learned from
existing initiatives and discover good practices for enforcing DIHs capacities.

Surveys

Two surveys:
• An ecosystem survey targeted at diverse actors within the four ecosystems which

was completed by 266 respondents;

• A DIH capacity needs survey that was completed by 32 hub leaders across the
four countries



Phase 1 – Context and 

state of the art 

analysis

Main Findings



Overview of African Digital Innovation Ecosystems

Markets
Driven by mobile adoption, digital markets are growing but affordability and access remain limiting factors.

These factors combined with gender and geographical gaps result in women and those in rural areas
being excluded from participating in the digital economy.

Policy
Broad level ICT frameworks exist but policy gaps remain with regards to enabling digital adoption and

innovation. In some instances, the impacts of positive policy initiatives are diminished by restrictive and
punitive government regulations.

Finance
Investment into African tech markets continues to grow. However, driven by a lack of patient, catalytic
capital, early-stage startups and certain key sectors remain under-funded.

Infrastructure & 
Support

Addressing infrastructure gaps particularly in rural areas is high on the agenda for both private and public

actors. The number of digital innovation hubs is growing but funding constraints limit the support they
provide to startups.

Culture
On the whole, entrepreneurship is regarded as a positive solution to unemployment and a way to increase

financial and economic participation. However, cultural and socio-economic barriers prevent many women
and youth from pursuing digital entrepreneurship.

Human Capital
There is increasing emphasis on digital skills development. However, education systems are not adapting
and meeting the demand for advanced digital skills.



Impact of COVID-19 on African Digital Innovation 
Ecosystems

Markets
Accelerated adoption of digital tools, boosting demand for businesses in digitised sectors. In contrast,
non-digitised businesses and traditional sectors such as hospitality and tourism were hard hit.

Policy Increased prioritisation of digital innovation and entrepreneurship by governments.

Finance
Highlighted and widened existing financing gaps, prompting new solutions by traditional investors and
governments targeting startups and small and medium businesses.

Infrastructure & 
Support

Increased strain on digital infrastructure prompting prioritisation of infrastructural investments. Created

new opportunities for DIHs and helped them to scale through online programmes. However, funding

cuts and loss of revenues from office space rental and events have exacerbated sustainability
challenges for DIHs

Culture
Lowered cultural barriers to the use of technology and driven adoption. However, widened digital
divides particularly for women and youth.

Human Capital
Tech jobs are being extended to secondary cities and there is an increased interest in digital jobs and
online economic opportunities.



The role of African Digital Innovation Hubs

Creating a community and space 

where like-minded innovators and 

other ecosystem actors can 

connect.

Community /Networks Infrastructure

Providing spaces and infrastructure 

(internet and electricity) for 

entrepreneurs to innovate.

Access to investment

Connecting startups to 

investment.

Developing the talent pool and skills 

needed to drive innovation, which 

plays an important role in addressing 

digital divides for women and youth.

Talent/Human capital/Skills 
development

Policy advocacy

Educating governments and bringing 

ecosystem actors together to develop 

enabling policies for innovation and 

technology.

Business development training 
and support

Accelerating and incubating startups

and supporting entrepreneurs to 

develop their business ideas into viable 

ventures.



Challenges and opportunities for strengthening African 
Digital Innovation Hubs

Challenges Recommendations

Current funding approaches limit the impact of DIHs.

Specifically, funding is focused on short-term programme

delivery and does not recognise the longer-term, ecosystem-

building work that DIHs are doing. Moreover, the Funders’

emphasis on outputs limits DIHs’ potential to create systems
change.

New funding approaches are needed to support DIHs more

effectively. Funding for DIHs should support their sustainability and

long-term impact. Specifically, more funding needs to be allocated

towards covering DIHs core costs as well as developing their

internal capacity and infrastructure. Additionally, funding for DIHs

should focus on long-term outcomes and place less emphasis on
maximising short-term outputs.

Many DIHs lack sustainable business models and are

heavily reliant on grants which leaves them financially
vulnerable.

There is a need to provide DIHs with funding and expertise to

develop sustainability models. Those business models need to

complement and build on rather than take away from the DIHs’ core
mission to support startups and innovation ecosystems.

DIHs face capacity and expertise gaps in key areas of

business development, fundraising, investment facilitation and

gender-responsive programme design. This is negatively

affecting the level of support that they provide to startups and

women as well as limiting their ability to tap into investment
opportunities and drive investment into the ecosystem.

There is a need to build DIHs capacity around business

development, investment facilitation, fundraising and developing

gender-responsive programmes as key areas where many DIHs
have capacity gaps.

DIHs face challenges in building effective ecosystem

partnerships with corporates, governments, investors and

fellow DIHs which is limiting DIHs’ ability to scale their impact,

influence policy and more effectively contribute to developing
the digital innovation ecosystem.

Support and facilitate partnerships between DIHs and diverse

actors across the ecosystem. For instance, by facilitating

investment into the digital ecosystem by corporate actors; building

evidence and data to support better policy making; supporting DIHs
to develop investment strategies and strengthening hub networks.



Lessons learned from existing initiatives and good practices 
for enforcing DIHs capacities
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Lessons learned from existing initiatives and good practices 
for enforcing DIHs capacities



The proposed approach to address the needs identified and take 
advantage of the opportunities for Trans-Continental Collaboration

Improving access to funding for African 

Digital Innovation Hubs and early-stage 

start-ups

- “Seeing is believing”: successful stories;

- Regulatory guides: Investment playbooks

should be created to understand how to

manoeuvre the regulatory hurdles and the

incentives that exist to investment;

- Convening platform: More convening

platforms for investors/funds in Europe

and African DIHs and start-ups should be

created;

- Work with Embassies: Projects like

AfriConEU should seek to build

connections with European embassies in

African markets for purposes of supporting

market entry;

- Business development service

collaborations: African DIHs should be

supported to build strong collaborations

with European business development

service providers;

- Investor education: Initiatives like

AfriConEU should support its network to

undertake awareness roadshows in

Europe.

Improving knowledge exchange 

between African and European DIHs 

to build their capacity

- Embedded technical assistance:

More work should be put on building

know-how and case studies on the

importance of business development

services to businesses in the African

market. These success stories

should enhance the ability of funding

institutions locally and in Europe to

plan for and budget for technical

assistance support for start-ups;

- Use a scorecard to build

credibility: working with DIHs to

build a ranking system for experts

providing business development

support services from Europe and

Africa. This would help build the

credibility of such an offering for

start-ups in the ecosystem.

Improving access to markets for African 

and European start-ups

- CoP: Establish communities of practice

focused on market access for start-ups

with European and African actors

engagement. Some of the potential

engagements could include seminars,

workshops, matchmaking between actors,

etc.;

- Portal to address information

asymmetry: A one-stop portal between

Europe and Africa on market access

should be developed. It can leverage

various interventions receiving support in

both continents. It can include soft landing

initiatives, digital tax guidelines,

compliance, etc.;

- Market access needs assessment: Dig

deeper into the market access needs from

African and European start-ups and DIHs.



Next Steps
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Contact us

www.africoneu.eu 

africoneu@inova.business
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